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Frame description Media list and description 

First appears the title  
Google map zoom from Europe to Portugal 
Ancient map of the founding nation 
Ancient map of Iberia peninsula occupied by Christians and Moors 
The Pope’s document recognizing the new reign  
King Afonso Henriques portrait 

Screencapture of Google map 
Collection of images from the Internet 
Narration 
Background music 
 

Narration: 
Portugal foundation dates back to the 12th century. The Pope recognized the independence of the reign in 1179,  validating  the treaty of Zamora of 
1143, under the rule of king Afonso Henriques (The Conqueror), who carried on the conquest of territories towards the south .  
The territory expanded till the conquest of Algarve to the Moors in the 14th century.  
In the 12th century, christians occupied the north of Iberia Peninsula and the south was ruled by arabs. 
 

 

 

Frame description Media list and description 

Portugal maps with regional types of housing and products and 
gastronomy 
 
Images of Madeira and Azores 

Collection of maps and images from Internet 

Narration: 
Compared to other countries ,Portugal  is quite homogeneous but in spite of its small territory it preserves regional characteristics, different language 
accents, regional gastronomy, different customs and festivities, regional crafts and music and other particular cultural manifestations. 
Fortunately, in spite of globalization some traditions stayed alive  and  some even revived. 
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Beyond mainland Portugal the autonomous islands of Madeira and Azores have their own cultural and ethnographic particularities. 
 

 

 

Frame description Media list and description 

Images of Fado and vídeo clip 
Images of Fado Coimbra and vídeo clip  
Images of portuguese guitar 
Images of Carlos Paredes playing and vídeo clip 

Collection of images from Internet 
Clips of vídeos with Fado and portuguese guitar 

Narration: 
Most people know  «Fado» the typical song of  Portugal, originated in Lisbon.  
There is a variety of Fado from Coimbra, with a distinct sound, using also the traditional portuguese guitar. It has an academic context, quite different 
from the poor bohemian quarters of Lisbon. 
Carlos Paredes was one of the great masters of this instrument and he composed memorable musics. 
 

 

 

Frame description Media list and description 

Google map zoom on Miranda 
Images of Miranda do Douro 
Images of Pauliteiros 
Images of costume 
Clip of the dance 

Images collected in the Internet 
Video clips from Youtube 

Narration: 
Among other traditions two peculiar ethnographic manifestations exist - a dance by Pauliteiros de Miranda from the NorthWest of the country, typical 
of very nice small town in the border with Spain, Douro river separates both countries. 
The dance and the costumes are unique, only danced by 8 men with wooden sticks, it's an old warrior dance. The costume is made of a white linen 
skirt and shirt, embroidered vest wool socks and a black hat with flowers. The musical instruments are the bagpipe, box and bass drum. The steps 
have to be well coordinated otherwise they may be injured with the sticks. When they don't use the sticks they play castanets. 
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Frame description Media list and description 

Google map zoom on Podence 
Images of Caretos  
Clip of the Caretos 

Images collected in the Internet 
Video clips from Youtube 

Narration: 
The other tradition is a popular manifestation during Carnival in the same province of Trás-os-Montes, in the small village of Podence. It is a pre-
roman , celtic tradition. Caretos means ugly faces, because they wear scary masks. They are covered with a colourful fringes costumes and cattle 
rattles, that they shake to produce sound jumping around, knocking on girls´ back. The tradition occurs in other villages around.  
 

 

Sources: 

https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manifestis_Probatum 

https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Careto 

http://www.caretosdepodence.pt/index.html 

https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pauliteiros_de_Miranda 

http://www.pauliteiros.com/ 

http://www.pauliteirosdemiranda.pt/  

Video clip Fado Coimbra - https://vimeo.com/161215227  

Video clip Fado Camané - https://youtu.be/_J-3HCCNr38  

Video clip Carlos Paredes - https://youtu.be/s2TLCGcj6y8  

Video clip Caretos - https://youtu.be/cNdy9FB1BSc 

https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manifestis_Probatum
https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Careto
http://www.caretosdepodence.pt/index.html
https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pauliteiros_de_Miranda
http://www.pauliteiros.com/
http://www.pauliteirosdemiranda.pt/
https://vimeo.com/161215227
https://youtu.be/_J-3HCCNr38
https://youtu.be/s2TLCGcj6y8
https://youtu.be/cNdy9FB1BSc
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Video clips Pauliteiros - https://youtu.be/OK-Es0RXBnk ; https://youtu.be/DoQuYePHF0c  

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/OK-Es0RXBnk
https://youtu.be/DoQuYePHF0c

